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@ BNLMTL review: End of Empire (2011)

End of Empire (2011) by Simone James and Lance Winn is being presented as part of the BNLMTL
exhibition at the MAC this year. This film installation features a custom-made dolly tracking device that is
used as both a projector and sculpture. The robotic structure projects a 14 minute video inspired by Andy
Warhol’s 1964 film Empire. Nodding at the temporality in Warhol’s eight hour static structural examination
of NYC’s Empire State Building, this looped projection continuously scans up and down the architectural
space of the exhibition wall, ceiling and floor.
This year’s biennial theme, L’avenir (looking forward), is described as “examin[ing] the relationship of
contemporary art practices to speculation, futurity and its history, as well as the currency of projecting into
the future”. [1] End of Empire explores these concepts in its textual repositioning of the “empire” in
Warhol’s film. In this installation, as the projector goes up and down the cityscape, it scans the wall in

relation to the architecture of the exhibition space. The narrow aspect ratio of the projection only reveals a
tight frame of the Empire State Building, which eventually disappears as the dolly tracking projector
retracts. The sudden disappearance of the building within the frame is unexpected, since it only happens
after the second scan of the 14 minute loop. The slow temporality of the first loop led me to believe that
the second pass of the robotic projection would show the same image of the building from bottom-up,
except this time, it was blank. The sudden and mysterious disappearance of the building within the frame
and the architectural space of the projection, is described as alluding to the future decline of the American
“empire”. As a defining work of the American avant-garde, Warhol’s film is nodded here in relation to the
history of contemporary art, and its speculative examination of the current state and its future. Warhol’s
single-image slow motion observation of the Empire State Building is revisited in its literal and
contemplative projection into the future of America.

The ambiguity of these references is heightened in the kinesthetic viewing experience ofEnd of Empire.
The custom-made robotic dolly tracking projector initiates this physical viewing relationship, in its
manipulative movement of the projected image. When viewing the piece, I consequentially moved in
synchronization with the projector to follow the scanning frame. As I stood beside the structure, I became
aware of my monotonous movements as I followed its repetitive motions. The relationship between the
moving image and the installation space adds to the physicality of this work, in its cinematic exchange
with architecture. Camera movement is both projected and referenced with the use of the sculpture’s dolly
track base. The architecture of the Empire State Building is scanned in the same way the projector scans
the surface of the installation space.

The connections between moving image culture and architecture is a theme that runs throughout the
biennial exhibition. Most of the works use the 1960s as a reference point, which was “a time when
Montréal was being imagined as a future focused city, as suggested by the theme of its Expo ’67”.[1] The
contemporary re-appropriation of Warhol’s 1964 work, retreats from a utopian imagining of
modernism [1], in its contemplative critique of the American “empire”. The city of New York, which is
burdened by the insecurities of its future state, is paralleled with the 60s; a period marked by new
imaginings of the contemporary world. This brings up important questions regarding the issues that arise
with the shortcomings of the capitalist economic system, increased state surveillance, and the dystopian
future imposed.
End of Empire is being presented at the BNLMTL exhibition until February 5th, 2015 at the Musée d’art
contemporain de Montréal.
http://bnlmtl2014.org/en/artists/simone-jones-et-lance-winn/
Reviewed by: Maria Casale
Nov 02, 2014
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All That Is Solid Melts Into Air: Simone Jones at Ronald Feldman
by Kris Scheifele

Simone Jones at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts
November 3 to December 23, 2011
31 Mercer Street, between Howard and Grand
New York City, (212) 226-3232

Simone Jones, All That Is Solid, 2011. Four-screen 3D animation, run time: 12 minutes. Edition of 3

For her first solo show at Ronald Feldman, Simone Jones claims Marshall Berman’s book, All That is Solid Melts into Air:
The Experience of Modernity, as thematic inspiration. Through diverse examples, from Goethe’s Faust to Robert Moses’
public works, Berman articulates modernity as “a maelstrom of perpetual disintegration and renewal.” This duality
causes an uneasy split—you can’t have ‘the good’ without ‘the bad.’ Otherwise, creative energies are snuffed out with
destructive ones. Berman’s modernity is a balancing act and always on the move.
Jones’s video installation, All That is Solid, is an exercise in perpetual motion. Projected onto four screens propped
against the wall, computer-generated 3D cubes, spheres, and reductive architectural models tumble vertiginously over
film noirish photos of hallways and staircases. These uninhabited transitional spaces—facilitating movement from one
thing to another—have the generic, institutional feel of school/office/hospital. Even if glimpses of this ‘real’ world did
possess any distinguishing features, attempts to identify them are frustrated by the shapes, which continuously expand
and contract, burst on the scene and disappear just as suddenly. While the photos of old, ossifed modernity pan
horizontally back and forth, the geometric avalanche only moves one way: right to left. There is, however, an
exceptional moment of resistance: a small cube makes a slow break but quickly succumbs to the leftward momentum. Is
this the maelstrom of modernity at work in our digital age? If so, it takes time and attention—both uncharacteristic of
the current moment—to catch the breach. Accompanied by a sinister soundtrack, this piece is distinctly dystopic despite
trading in a techno-pastoral currency.

End of Empire is also sinister. While this 14-minute video mimics the conditions of Warhol’s eight-hour film, Empire,
times have changed since 1964. Both pieces depict the Empire State Building, but Warhol’s locked-down lens fixates on
(what was) an emblem of enduring glamour and success. Jones sees the Machine Age icon differently. Her camera pans
up the landmark while her crane-like robot tilts the projected image onto the ceiling. In this position, it’s possible for
viewers to assume the position of tourist—feet planted, head back—a stance rarely taken by locals who do not gawk at
what they take for granted. The projector then tilts back down to the wall while the camera pans down to a murky,
architectural thicket. Here, the grainy base of the city’s tallest building melts into air. Supposedly, this Toronto-based
artist isn’t referencing 9/11—an impossible leap for any New Yorker. Rather, Jones shares Warhol’s sentiment, “I like old
things torn down and new things put up every minute.”
Representative of quick, visually explicit turnover, Jones’s piece does not illustrate Berman’s split, it embodies it. When
the video makes its second upward migration, the building is gone without a trace. Even Thomas Cole’s Course of Empire
(1836) left some remnants in the ravenous, vegetal wreckage. Jones’s End of Empire is neither that literal nor is it as
symbolically complex as Matthew Barney’s Cremaster 3 (2002). Jones’s modernity—today’s modernity—is digital
dematerialization; it is both good and bad.

Simone Jones, End of Empire, 2011 (in collaboration with Lance Winn). Custom-made robotic dolly and track, digital projector, video run time: 14
minutes. Photo: Eleanore Hopper. Courtesy Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York
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SIMONE JONES AT THE ROBERT MCLAUGHLIN GALLERY
BY GIL MCELROY
NOVEMBER 27, 2012

Think of the Robert McLaughlin Gallery in Oshawa and chances are the very first thing that comes to mind is painterly
abstraction. That association comes courtesy of the fact that the gallery houses probably the pre-eminent collection of the
work of the Painters Eleven, the post-WWII group of Canadian painters who helped define Canadian abstraction and put
Canadian art on the international map.

Simone Jones, All That is Solid, 2011 (installation detail)
And as it turns out, it makes for an absolutely perfect context for the work of Toronto-based media artist Simone Jones.
With this exhibition of new work, she looks into how we visually perceive things, and several pieces shown here –
photographic and video – deal with our binocular or stereoscopic apprehension of the world.
But the star of her show is quite clearly the titular work, an enormous video installation that utilizes a single long gallery
wall as a site to project imagery from four ceiling-mounted projectors onto four large, floor-mounted rectangular canvases
leaning back against the supporting wall. All That is Solid gives us a multi-layered visual world that slowly drifts across the
four panels, layers of imagery traversing the length of the piece from right to left. At its visual base is a layer of drab,
monochromatic images of anonymous institutional hallways, staircases, and doorways that shift across the canvases and
dissolve from one equally bland and uninteresting interior scene to another. But it grounds the amazing: contrasting
overlayers of blocks of colour that, almost cloud-like, intrude into this world of dull representation, geometric figures and
shapes in blue, red, yellow, and gray that at times utterly obscure and visually obliterate the underlayer, at others frame
and contextualize what lies beneath.

Simone Jones, All That is Solid, 2011 (installation detail)
The drift of shapes can be monolithic and singular: big and bold fields of shape and colour visually akin to, say, the
dazzling geometric camouflage that adorned the sides of massive battleships during WWI. Or it can comprise the singular
and small: single isolated circles, cubes, or more complex geometric shapes drifting into our vision, crossing the field of
imagery, and disappearing again. With All That is Solid, the finicky world of the particular – the realm of dismal
bureaucratic architecture that roots it all – is overcome, superseded by the simpler, but far more elegant and visually
interesting, realm of pure geometric abstraction. There's something almost Platonic going on here, a kind of incursion by
the abstract world of Forms fallen into the mundane.
Oh, and by the way, it's all real time stuff. While All That is Solid is based on a twelve-minute loop of recorded ground
imagery, the geometric abstraction is generated in real-time by computer.
Oh, and another thing, it's absolutely riveting.

The Robert McLaughlin Gallery: http://rmg.on.ca/
Simone Jones: All That is Solid continues until January 13.
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Catch & Release: An Interview with Simone Jones
Akimbo's Social Media Director James Fowler, talks perceptions of playback with kinetic artist Simone Jones,
blogging from the corner of ART+TECH.
James Fowler - June 12th, 2012.

From advances in nanobiotechnology for extending life to drone surveillance and unmanned warfare, robotics is an area
of science defined by constant innovation and ongoing debate. Robotics research and development is costly, and the
biotech industry and military mainly pick up the tab. Yet, you can also find artists working on creative projects involving
robotic applications. Robotic devices and interfaces have changed how we record and playback our lives, and there are
artists who work in this medium to question our perception of these experiences. One such artist addressing this through
kinetic artwork is Simone Jones. She has been investigating the artistic application of robotics for over two decades, and
now as a professor at OCAD University continues to push the boundaries of how we electronically mediate experiences
and how we perceive the representation of those events. I visited her in her studio in Toronto to see what she's been
working on and what winds her up.
Tell us about your beginnings with kinetic art and robotics.
I became hooked on kinetic art when I took an Electronics for Artists course at OCAD back in the mid-eighties. At that
time there were no microcontrollers (like the Arduino), so artists had to work with very simple on-off analog devices, like

solenoids and relays, to build machines. This restriction actually opened up my early work to experimentation with
repetition and speed – these early concerns continue to inform the language and behaviour of my sculptures today.
What was your early approach to your work?
When I began to make kinetic sculpture all of my materials came from Active Surplus. This Queen Street store was much
bigger than it is today, and I used to go there on an almost weekly basis to sort through their bins of surplus technology.
Often ideas for artworks would emerge from an item that I found in the store. Found objects would suggest movements or
behaviours that would later make their way into my sculptures. This was a very rich way of working because it actively
engaged my imagination and curiosity about "how things work". Nowadays my work is often planned out in advance and I
find that I spend less time at Active than I used to, but my days of working with surplus technology played a very important
role in the development of my early work.

End of Empire, 2011 (with Lance Winn). Installation view.

Your work has changed and evolved over time. What has it taught you?
I am largely self-taught so my technical skills have emerged from a "need-to-know" process. Skills gained from one
project feed into the development of each subsequent project. All of my machines employ simple behaviours and
mechanisms that can be traced back to my first kinetic sculptures. I would probably be making the same version of my
first sculpture today if I hadn't begun teaching electronics and programming in the late nineties. Helping students solve a
wide variety of technical problems has actually expanded my technical skills in a very broad sense – more so than if I had
just remained focused on my own practice.
One of the most important things that my kinetic sculptures have taught me is the importance of perception in our
reception of an artwork. My early kinetic installations were very much informed by a 1970s aesthetic/interest in the
relationship between the body and vision in perception. The intention behind this early work was to create an environment
where your act of observing the kinetic sculptures was an integral outcome of the work itself. In this regard, the temporal
nature of kinetic art led me to the creation of these durational viewing situations.
While your work is created using high tech, there are distinctive analog or low-tech narratives in your work. How
intentional is that?
I have always been interested in paradoxes so when I first began making machines I used non-machine-like materials
such as wood in their construction. It is easy to wow people with over-built, shiny mechanisms but I very consciously
design my machines to always be in service to the intention of the artwork – not to impress the viewer as an object that
sits outside of the role of the work of art. I build all of my circuits and mechanisms by hand – each work is unique and I
think this again contradicts the way that we currently experience off-the-shelf technologies as mass-produced widgets with
unknown, and sometimes dubious, origins.

Can you talk about the technologies at play behind the work?

I have recently begun working with film and video to create installations and machines that attempt to investigate the
nature of the frame and its role in our perception of images. These kinetic film and video installations attempt to push the
two-dimensional image into three-dimensional space by freeing up the image from its traditional static position. I have built
machines that capture a moving image that is then played back by the same machine. The machine's movements
produce a trace of the camera's original movement. What emerges in the final installation is a failure of the twodimensional image to "fit" into three-dimensional space. This failure of representation is very important to me because I
am interested in the nature of representations themselves. I think these questions are especially important now because
we currently occupy a hybrid space where digital representations can no longer be directly linked to an original source.

Knock, 2006 (with Lance Winn). Installation view.

Knock, 2006 (with Lance Winn). Video still.

You often work in collaboration with other artists. How has that impacted the work and you as an artist?

Collaborations are great for getting you to work outside of your normal mode of production. My collaboration projects
emerge from shared interests with other artists. These interests have a conceptual focus – the technologies I employ in
the works are used to illuminate and investigate the conceptual ideas behind each of the pieces. Collaborations give me
the opportunity to build work that I may not otherwise have had a chance to create.
What's next for you?
I am currently working on a script and a motion control circuit for a new film that employs a robotic camera. I hope to shoot
in early September. I also have a digital animation installation that is opening at the Robert McLaughlin Gallery in Oshawa
in November.

In addition to finding out about Jones' art practice, I asked her ten rapidfire ART+TECH questions:

Favourite exhibition from 2011: Richard Serra Drawing: A Retrospective alongside Alexander McQueen: Savage
Beauty at the Met.
A future technology you are most excited about: Nano.
An artist using new technology you think is interesting: Bjork.
A tech gadget you would like as a gift: Asimo.
Given an unlimited budget, an art project would you like to initiate: Something to do with architecture, cameras with
motion control, lavish sets, and really good-looking actors.
Favourite social media platform for personal use: N/A
A social media trend or behaviour you find irritating: The risk of commentary becoming a substitute for reportage.
The first command you would give to a personal assistant robot: I can't say it in print......
Coffee or tea: Coffee
Three things you love about your job: Talking about art, making art, thinking about art.
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Simone Jones' installations featured at Soho Gallery
Alison Martin

Chelsea Fine Arts Examiner
November 10, 2011

The Ronald Feldman Fine Arts Gallery in Soho is
currently featuring two new short films by Toronto
based visual artist Simone Jones. In both of her latest
installations, All That is Solid and End of Empire,
Jones explores the relationship between time and
space as well as the boundaries between real and
imagined space.

"All That is Solid" (2011) by Simone Jones
The Ronald Feldman Fine Art Gallery

All That Is Solid, completed earlier this year, is a 10
minute 3D animation piece shown on four screens that
combines computer generated cubes and other shapes
with black and white photographic images of corridors
and staircases illustrating both representational and
imaginary space. The screens cover the entire length of
the gallery’s walls.
End of Empire, also completed earlier this year, is a nearly half hour long video inspired by Andy Warhol’s 1964
film Empire which consisted of eight hours of slow motion footage of the Empire State Building. End of Empire
depicts a robot style camera arm designed by Jones that projects a black and white video of the Empire State
Building covering the gallery’s walls and ceiling. This short film revolves around the theme of a possibly declining
American empire by portraying the iconic
building as a symbol of loss rather than
promise.
Jones has been experimenting with
kinetic sculpture for over 20 years and is
an associate professor of Artin the
Integrated Media Program at the Ontario
College of Art and Design in Toronto. At
The Ronald Feldman Fine Arts Gallery
(31 Mercer St.) though December 23.
The gallery is open from Tuesday
through Saturday from 10 a.m. until 6
p.m. and Monday by appointment.

Simone Jones' short films at Soho Gallery Credit: The Ronald Feldman Fine Art Gallery

